ISLAND IN
THE SKY
IN SITU DESIGN TAKES A FLOATING
SLIVER OF WHITE SPACE AND ANCHORS
IT IN THE VAST URBAN LANDSCAPE
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THIS PAGE: In the living room, silk rugs sewn

together in various orientations reflect
light and mimic the effect of the irregularly
shaped windows. OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP 
TO BOTTOM: The south and west facades of
Jean Nouvel's 100 11th Avenue showcase
one of the most technologically advanced
curtain wall systems in the city. Different
coatings on each tilted window pane refract
light in a shifting array of colors. In Situ
interacted with the architecture by having
the sutures in the rugs line up with the
stainless steel bars Nouvel inserted in the
terazzo floor. Most of the furniture is built
in. A Royere chair and a marble coffee
table are a few of the freestanding pieces.
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NEAR THE HEART

of Chelsea—a neighborhood known for both its grit and glitz—stands 100
11th Avenue, well documented for its unique facades:
a curved curtain wall of twinkling, tilted, irregularly
shaped windows with opposing sides of black brick.
One of the area’s pioneering new luxury residential
towers, it epitomizes Pritzker Prize-winning French
architect Jean Nouvel’s mastery at designing structures
that complement and reflect the surrounding landscape.
When a New Jersey-based couple purchased an
1,800-square-foot two-bedroom pied-à-terre in the
building, they quickly realized that conceptually beautiful does not necessarily equal habitable. Determined
to rectify this conundrum, they brought in husbandand-wife team Mason Wickham and Edwin Zawadzki
of In Situ Design. “The layout was so shallow,” says
Wickham. “You walked in and you were immediately
confronted with being defenestrated out the front of the
apartment and into the Hudson River.”
Since the apartment's central entry hallway opens
up to a long, narrow curvilinear space with CONTINUED
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THIS PAGE: In the kitchen, the designers
resculpted the soffit, rebuilt and extended the
back half of the kitchen, and added a stone
counter top. OPPOSITE PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP: To create more storage and redirect
the energy away from the windows, In Situ
created an aluminum honeycomb backsplash
sandwiched between acrylic panels that are
lit from behind. The floating kitchen island is
topped in a cast blue resin with a silver-leafed
underside that yields a water-like appearance and relates to the aquatic environment
outside. The clients opted to showcase their
glassware collection to full effect. Enhancing
the cantilevered 10-foot dining table is a darkpainted supporting column and rosewood
chairs upholstered in a bright blue fabric.
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THIS PAGE: In

the den In Situ created off the bedroom, a handpainted wallpaper by David Bonk and a bamboo silk rug help
absorb the light to allow for reading and watching films. The
highlighter yellow upholstery on the sofa puts the sun back into
an otherwise subdued palette. The wallpapered panel follows the
reveals in the ceiling. OPPOSITE PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: In the
master bedroom, the headboard silk-screened with the image of
an English topiary garden in an infinite repeat pays tribute to the
clients' love of England. In a corner of the guest bedroom, a console found in a junk shop was refinished in a beautiful shade of dark
blue and paired with a unique fiberglass chair. The interior of one
of the cabinets in the guest bedroom sports an ink-colored textured
silk wallpaper and displays the clients' artwork; the headboard
silk-screened with an image of a French parlor nods to their appreciation of France. Ultrasuede curtains throughout fracture the
light and help block it at various times throughout the day. The
interior's off-white lacquered panels reflect the fenestration of
Nouvel’s curtain wall and hide storage and niches to showcase art.
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bent wings for the bedrooms on either side, In Situ first concentrated
on turning the focus away from the aparment's floor-to-ceiling curtain wall of Mondrian-like windows overlooking the Hudson River.
To do so, they created a layer of paneling throughout to reflect the
geometry of the windows and instill a more omnidirectional feel;
it also served to hide storage, art, and the living room’s unsightly
HVAC system. To stand up to the view’s abandoned wharfs and
riverfront landscape, the designers built in over-scale furniture in
highly saturated colors the blinding light would not wash out. A
built-in bench facing the living room keeps the path of circulation
intact and adds another element of socialization. “Most spaces don’t
need to be totally controlled the way this space did, but you couldn’t
furnish this space, you just had to dominate it,” says Zawadzki.
In the kitchen, the duo ripped out the original terrazzo island
and replaced it with a “floating” island supported solely by a steel
pole covered in a wood sleeve. Near it, they connected a 10-foot
cantilevered dining table to a concrete column to add to the theme
of a floating residence with anchored elements.
In the master bedroom, the pair devised a folding panel wall
to partition the space and create a den-like area laden with color to
absorb the light and allow for reading and the viewing of films. In
both bedrooms, the designers played to the clients’ love of France
and England: custom headboards with removable linen covers,
each silk screened with an apposite image by an Australian photographer, form postcards of a sort to the respective countries.
"We like to be able to walk into a place and understand that
one group of minds had a coherent thought," says Wickham.
"Nouvel is pretty taut, tectonic, and rational. That appealed to
us. We used it as our direction and personalized the white space
and the conceptual mess." Bravo! SEE RESOURCES
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